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Acoustic, folky country rock with echoes of Bob Seger, Toby Keith and Van Morrison 11 MP3 Songs

COUNTRY: Country Rock, COUNTRY: Country Pop Details: JIM FEMINO is NOT your typical, run of the

mill singer/songwriter. He IS the embodiment of what every singer/songwriter out there today, and since

the beginning of time, has strived to achieve and wanted to be. A successful, well-respected,

multi-platinum award winning "voice of the people" songwriter/artist with legions of loyal fans all over the

globe. Ask any "Fezfan!" you meet and they'll be more than happy to inform you that Jim is, "...by far, one

of the best, live performers walking the earth today!". A captivating character whose life-stories alone

(which he frequently shares with his audiences) will make you want to seek out his music and get to know

"The Man!", as they call him. Then there are the songs.... Those aren't run of the mill either. Need proof?

How about the fact that Jim's songs are on upwards of eight (8) million albums (and counting....), by some

of the biggest names in the music industry today. Gold, platinum and multi-platinum record awards line

the walls of his studio. And you know why? Because of his SONGS! Songs that speak of everyday things

in everyone's lives. Songs that are "in your face", yet so subtle that you don't notice them as they embed

themselves in your subconscious until you find yourself singing or humming them after only one listen.

Uncommonly great songs from an equally uncommon talent! Jim likes to record and present his songs the

way he wrote them, "ONE VOICE, ONE GUITAR", as the name of his Road Records CD series infers.

Currently working on his seventh release for them, look for it to be yet another great collection of new

Femino classics like "FRED", "ASPHALT IN ARKANSAS" and a host of others. To name the artists and or

venues/places Jim has played, written with or shared a stage with would take pages. It would be easier

for you to just make a list of who or whatever might impress you from the music industry and take it as

fact that more than likely Jim is or has been associated with it/them in some way, shape, form or manner.
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Quite simply, Jim Femino is a walking, talking, breathing, true life piece of "Americana" at it's finest, and

he does us proud at every turn. Help to continue to spread the word about Jim Femino and his great

music, won't you? Thanks!
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